
Gary Truce’s 
Recommendation For Mike Bonventre 

I am writing this recommendation for Mr. Mike Bonventre, a man I have known for approximately 

twenty years.  Mike and I had met initially when he was giving lectures and having meetings on how to 

clean up neighborhoods of drug dealers.  I was intrigued with his information and passion pertaining to 

the problem.  I was also intrigued on how well versed he was on the various drugs and their effects on 

people and our society as a whole.  Then I learned that he ran a drug testing business to detect various 

drugs that may be in a person’s body.   

I am a professor at Binghamton University in our Health and Wellness Studies Department which is a 

part of the Decker School of Nursing.  I teach courses in Psychophysiology, as well as a course entitled 

Health, Human Behavior, and Society.  I have had Mike come into my classes every semester for several 

years to present his vast amount of knowledge on everything from drugs, crime, human behavior, 

health, politics, and searching for truth in the world.  His lectures have been received extremely well by 

the college students—they have been spellbound by his information and presentation style.   

Each semester I have asked the students to rank the top three presentations or topics that were studied 

during the semester.  And Mike Bonventre’s presentations have always ranked in the top three with the 

majority of the students in my classes.  I feel Mike is a valuable asset to the students and non-students 

who have had the opportunity to hear him speak, as well as to the members of our communities who 

Mike has served with his professional work and his town meetings with people.   

Mike Bonventre is an excellent human being who is a true educator and gentleman.  He has his heart in 

the right place; and that is to serve others in a highly moral and ethical manner, and to open their eyes 

as to what is happening in the world around them.  I am happy to recommend Mike Bonventre for any 

speaking engagement or consultation. 

Sincerely 

Gary Truce 

Professor of Health and Wellness Studies/Decker School of Nursing 

Phone: 607-777-4589       Email: gtruce@binghamton.edu 


